###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   First systematic review and meta-analysis of tuberculosis treatment success rate (TSR) in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA).

-   The methodological design and statistical analyses are sound and robust.

-   Our results will inform public health interventions and policy for improving TSR across tuberculosis programme in SSA.

-   Absence of data on TSR for paediatric and multidrug-resistant tuberculosis is a limitation.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Worldwide, millions of people continue to fall sick and die from tuberculosis (TB),[@R1] a preventable and curable infectious disease. To date, TB remains 1 of the top 10 causes of death,[@R2] and the leading cause of death from a single infectious agent,[@R3] ranking above HIV/AIDS. The 2018 global TB report indicates that 10 million people developed TB disease in 2017.[@R4] Of these, almost 2 million died with 1.3 million of them HIV negative and 0.3 million HIV positive.[@R4] Early diagnosis and successful treatment of TB disease are critical[@R5] in reducing deaths, reducing transmission, preventing emergence of drug resistance, relapse and other complications.[@R6] Data suggest that early diagnosis and treatment of TB prevented 54 million deaths between 2000 and 2016.[@R7] WHO recommends that at least 90% treatment success rate (TSR) for all persons diagnosed with TB and initiated on TB treatment services.[@R8] Despite this recommendation, substantial shortfalls in TB treatment success are common. The latest global TB treatment outcome data for new bacteriologically confirmed pulmonary TB (BC-PTB) cases indicates a global fall in TSR from 86% in 2014 to 83% in 2017.[@R9] Relatedly, in 2017, only 8 of the 30 high TB burden countries achieved 90% TSR,[@R9] a desired target for ending the global TB epidemic.[@R10]

Sub-Saharan African (SSA) region carries the largest burden of TB disease relative to other WHO regions.[@R11] Sixteen of the 30 high TB burden countries are in SSA,[@R12] a region where universal health coverage and social protection for TB stands at 52%, and 46% of TB programme are not funded.[@R4] In addition, epidemiological studies show varying rates of treatment success across TB programme. For instance, studies show TSR of 82.2%[@R13] and 80%[@R14] in South Africa; 90.1%[@R15] and 86.8%[@R16] in Ethiopia; 39%[@R17] in Uganda; 70% in Zimbabwe[@R18] and 57.7%[@R19] in Nigeria.

Despite the observed variations in TSR, SSA presently lacks pooled data on TSR for adult BC-PTB patients. This may hinder TB programme, healthcare managers and policy-makers, and healthcare practitioners from synthesising the variation in TSR, designing effective strategies for reducing TB morbidity and mortality, improving TB treatment outcomes and ending the global TB epidemic. We hence conducted this systematic review and meta-analysis to summarise and synthesise a decade of data for TSR among adult (≥15 years of age) BC-PTB patients in SSA.

Methods and analysis {#s2}
====================

Study design {#s2-1}
------------

We used a systematic review and meta-analysis study design to summarise observational and interventional studies published in a decade, from 1 July 2008 to 30 June 2018. We reported the results in accordance to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses Protocol (PRISMA)[@R20] and Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology[@R22] guidelines. We registered the protocol to a platform for the international registration of prospective systematic reviews.[@R23] [@R24] The detailed protocol has been published elsewhere.[@R25] We used WHO standard definitions for TB cases and TB treatment outcomes ([table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

WHO standard definitions

  ------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Bacteriologically confirmed pulmonary TB   A patient with TB with a biological specimen that is positive on smear microscopy, culture or molecular test like GeneXpert.
  Clinically diagnosed pulmonary TB          Patient who does not fulfil the criteria for bacteriological confirmation but has been diagnosed with active TB by a clinician or any other medical practitioner who has prescribed the patient a full course of anti-TB treatment. This also includes X-ray abnormalities or suggestive histology and EPTB cases without laboratory confirmation.
  Cure                                       A patient with PTB with bacteriologically confirmed TB at the beginning of treatment, who is smear or culture negative in the last month of treatment and on at least one previous occasion.
  Died                                       A patient with TB who dies for any reason before starting or during treatment.
  Extra pulmonary TB (EPTB)                  Any bacteriologically confirmed or clinically diagnosed TB case involving organs other than the lungs, such as pleura, lymph nodes, abdomen, genitourinary tract, skin, joints and bones, and meninges among others.
  HIV positive patient with TB               A bacteriologically confirmed or clinically diagnosed TB case who is HIV positive at the time of TB diagnosis or any other evidence of enrolment into HIV care, such as enrolment into pre-ART register or in ART register once ART has been started.
  Lost to follow-up                          Patients with TB who have previously been treated for TB and were declared lost to follow-up at the end of their most recent course of treatment (These were previously known as treatment after default patients).
  New TB case                                A patient with TB who has never had treatment for TB, or had been on anti-TB treatment for less than 4 weeks in the past.
  Pulmonary TB                               Refers to any bacteriologically confirmed or clinically diagnosed case of TB involving the lung parenchyma or the tracheobronchial tree. This also includes miliary TB. Patients with both PTB and EPTB are classified as PTB.
  Retreatment TB case                        These are patients with TB who have relapsed after, defaulted during or failed on first-line treatment.
  TB relapse                                 Patient who has previously been treated for TB, was declared cured or treatment completed at the end of their most recent course of treatment, and is now diagnosed with a recurrent episode of TB (either a true relapse or a new episode of TB caused by reinfection).
  Treatment completed                        A patient with TB who completed treatment without evidence of failure but with no record to show that sputum smear or culture results in the last month of treatment and on at least one previous occasion were negative, either because tests were not performed, or results were unavailable.
  Treatment failed                           A patient whose sputum smear or culture is positive at month 5 or later during treatment.
  Treatment success rate                     Proportion of new smear-positive TB cases registered under directly observed therapy in a given year that successfully completed treatment, whether with bacteriologic evidence of success (cured) or without (treatment completed).
  ------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ART, anti-retroviral therapy; TB, tuberculosis.

Eligibility criteria {#s2-2}
--------------------

Studies were considered to be eligible based on: (1) types of study designs: observational (cross-sectional, case--control, prospective and retrospective cohorts) and interventional (randomised controlled trials (RCTs)) epidemiological studies; (2) categories of participants: adults 15 years and older, new and retreatment BC-PTB patients; (3) types of interventions: studies in which participants received either the 6 months anti-TB regimen that consisted of rifampicin (R), isoniazid (H), pyrazinamide (Z) and ethambutol (E) (2RHZE/4RH) or the 8 months anti-TB regimen (2RHZE/6HE) and studies performed on adult retreatment BC-PTB cases treated with the 8 months anti-TB regimen that contained Streptomycin(S) (2RHZES/1RHZE/5RHE); (4) outcomes considered: studies that clearly reported cure and TSRs for new and retreatment BC-PTB patients; (5) period: studies published between 1 July 2008 and 30 June 2018. We chose this time frame for the convenience and on the basis of sufficiency for a demonstrable trend of events.

We excluded: (1) study designs: systematic reviews and meta-analyses; (2) participants: studies that involved patients below 15 years of age, extrapulmonary, clinically diagnosed and multidrug-resistant patients with TB; (3) outcome: studies with unclearly reported treatment outcomes, precisely cure rates and TSR (or outcomes reported contrary to WHO standard definitions) and (4) context: studies that were conducted outside SSA.

Search strategy, searching sources and study selection {#s2-3}
------------------------------------------------------

We developed a search strategy using key concepts in the research question. We used the search term '(Tuberculosis) AND (Treatment AND outcome OR (Successful AND Unsuccessful AND outcome))'. [Online supplementary table 1](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the full electronic search strategy for MEDLINE through PubMed. Details of the search strategy have been reported elsewhere.[@R25] Three reviewers (JI, FB and RS) piloted the search strategy in PubMed between 2 April 2018 and 29 June 2018, and between 2 July 2018 and 30 November 2018, two independent reviewers (JI and RS) searched MEDLINE through PubMed, EMBASE, Google Scholar and Web of Science electronic databases for eligible studies. We exported all retrieved citations in EndNote and removed duplicated citations. The reviewers screened the remaining citations by titles and abstracts, and excluded those found ineligible. Full-text articles of eligible citations were retrieved and read to ascertain their suitability before the data were extracted.
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The reviewers also performed a hand search on the reference lists of selected articles in order to include studies that were not identified by the search strategy. The reviewers deliberately searched the International Journal of Tuberculosis and Lung Disease database and the websites of WHO and the World Bank for eligible studies. Experts in TB care and research were also consulted for additional research papers. For grey literature, the reviewers searched LILACS, OpenGrey, dissertations/thesis and reports. In each electronic database, RS used an iterative process to refine the search strategy and to incorporate new search terms. The search process was presented in a PRISMA flow chart.

Data extraction and data items {#s2-4}
------------------------------

Two independent reviewers (JI and DS) extracted data with a standardised data abstraction form that was developed according to the sequence of variables required from primary studies. Disagreements in data abstraction were resolved by a third independent reviewer, FB. Data were extracted on the following items: author's first name, publication date, location (country in which the research was conducted), study design (cross-sectional, case--control, prospective and retrospective cohort, and interventional studies), sample size, HIV serostatus (HIV positive and HIV negative), TB treatment regimen (2RHZE/4RH or 2RHZE/6HE (category I), and 2RHZES/1RHZE/5RHE (Category II), type of patients with TB (new or retreatment TB cases) and TB treatment outcomes (cured, treatment completed, successfully treated, died, defaulted and failed treatment).

In studies that compared TSR in two or more arms, each study arm was considered as a single study and data were extracted separately from each arm to obtain a single outcome measure.

Level of agreement between reviewers {#s2-5}
------------------------------------

The degree of agreement between the two independent data extractors (JI and DS) was computed with kappa statistics to indicate difference between observed and expected agreements.[@R26] The kappa value was 87.0%, suggesting almost perfect agreement.

Handling of missing data {#s2-6}
------------------------

To obtain missing outcome data, we contacted and requested first authors through electronic mails to provide missing outcome data, performed sensitivity analysis to assess the robustness of meta-analytical results, and discussed the potential impact of missing data on the review findings.[@R27] No missing data were imputed as it is not recommended in meta-analysis.[@R28]

Data processing and quality assessment {#s2-7}
--------------------------------------

Extracted data were entered in Epi-Data V.3.1 (Epi-Data Association, Odense, Denmark),[@R29] with quality control measures (skipping, alerts, range and legal values) to ensure data quality. Two reviewers (JI and DS) assessed the quality of data in the included studies using the National Institute of Health (NIH) quality assessment tools.[@R30] We preferred the NIH tool because it is comprehensive for an exhaustive assessment of data quality. We rated the overall quality of included studies as good, fair and poor, and incorporated them in the meta-analysis results.

Primary outcome {#s2-8}
---------------

The primary outcome was TSR, defined as the proportion of new and retreatment smear-positive TB cases registered under directly observed therapy-short course (DOTs) in a given year that successfully completed treatment, with (cured) or without (treatment completed) bacteriologic evidence of success among all who were started on TB treatment. Other treatment outcomes included rates of failure, lost to follow-up (LTFU), death and transfer out.

Statistical analysis {#s2-9}
--------------------

### Pooled TSR and its prediction interval {#s2-9-1}

Data were analysed in Stata V.15.1 (StataCorp).[@R32] We presented data from included studies in an evidence table and summarised them with descriptive statistics of frequencies and percentages. The outcome measure, TSR, was computed with Metaprop, a Stata command for meta-analysis of proportions. Metaprop allows the inclusion of studies with extreme proportions (equal to 0 or 100%) and avoids CIs surpassing the 0 to 1 range, where normal approximation procedures breaks down. We achieved this by allowing Freeman-Tukey double arcsine transformation to stabilise variances.[@R33] The pooled TSR was computed with corresponding 95% CI using the Wald method executed with the cimethod (score) Stata command. We generated a forest plot to graphically summarise individual and pooled TSR with 95% CI, the author's name, publication year and study weights. We also computed prediction interval (PI) for the pooled TSR to reflect its variation in different settings, including the direction of evidence in future studies,[@R34] assuming true effect sizes are normally distributed.

### Subgroup analysis {#s2-9-2}

We performed subgroup TSR analysis based on several study characteristics: HIV serostatus (HIV positive, HIV negative or both HIV-positive and negative patients with TB), type of BC-PTB patient (new, retreatment or both new and retreatment), SSA region (Southern, Eastern and Western Africa), study designs (cross-sectional, case--control, cohort and RCT), interventional versus observational studies, study setting (rural, urban and both rural and urban), treatment category (category I, II and both I and II), and the recent United Nations Development Program Human Development Index (HDI) for included countries (very high, high, medium or low).

### Testing for heterogeneity and investigation of sources {#s2-9-3}

We assessed heterogeneity between primary studies with Cochran's (Q) test and quantified with I-squared statistic. A p*\<*0.1 was considered suggestive of statistically significant heterogeneity. Heterogeneity was categorised as low, moderate and high when the values were below 25%, between 25% and 75% and above 75%, respectively.[@R35] We used the DerSimonian and Laird random-effects model to pool TSR because studies were anticipated to heterogeneous. We investigated sources of heterogeneity with random-effects univariate meta-regression analysis based on primary study characteristics: study design and setting, publication year, participants' residence and TB regimen.

The univariate meta-regression analysis was weighted to account for both within‐study variances of treatment effects and residual between‐study heterogeneity (heterogeneity not explained by covariates in the regression).[@R36]

### Assessment of publication bias {#s2-9-4}

Publication bias, the tendency to publish studies with beneficial outcome or studies that show statistically significant findings,[@R37] was assessed with a funnel plot. Based on the shape of the graph, a symmetrical graph was interpreted suggestive of no publication bias and vice versa.[@R38] We performed a contour-enhanced funnel plot to distinguish between publication bias and other causes of funnel plot asymmetry like genuine heterogeneity between small and large studies (small study effect), and differences in baseline characteristics between study participants.[@R40] We used Egger's weighted regression to test for publication bias, with p\<0.1 considered indicative of statistically significant publication bias.[@R38]

### Cumulative meta-analysis {#s2-9-5}

To determine the 10-year time trends in TSR across SSA, a cumulative meta-analysis was performed. Here, we performed an updated meta-analysis every time a new study appeared, which is critical in evaluating the results of primary studies in a continuum. In the analysis, one primary study was added at a time according to publication date and the results were summarised until all primary studies were added.[@R41] Hence, we obtained trends in the evolution of TSR and assessed the impact of a specific study on the overall conclusion.[@R42]

### Sensitivity analysis {#s2-9-6}

We performed a sensitivity analysis to assess the extent to which the meta-analytical results and conclusions may be altered by changes in analysis approach.[@R27] This was critical in assessing the robustness of study conclusion and the impact of methodological quality, sample size and analysis methods on the overall meta-analytical results. In particular, we used the Leave-one-out Jackknife sensitivity analysis,[@R43] where one primary study was excluded at a time and the new pooled TSR was compared with the original TSR. When the new pooled TSR was outside the 95% CI of the original pooled TSR, we concluded that the excluded study had an influential effect in the study, and consequently excluded it from the final analysis.

### Post hoc protocol improvements {#s2-9-7}

We noted the NIH tool was appropriate for assessing internal validity of included studies. Second, the NIH tool best determines the extent to which reported study results are attributable to the exposure being evaluated and not the flaws in study design or conduct. We, therefore, adopted three risk assessment tools: (1) the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS)[@R44] for assessing the risk of bias in cohort and case--control studies.

The NOS had three domains: (1) selection domain assessed how exposed and unexposed groups in cohort studies, or cases and controls in case--control studies were selected; (2) comparability domain assessed how the exposed and unexposed groups in cohort studies, or cases and controls in case--control studies were compared and (3) ascertainment domain assessed how outcomes in cohort studies, or exposures in case--control studies were measured. We added the scores on the three domains and categorised as 0--2, 3--4 and 5--7 to indicate low, moderate and high-quality study, respectively; (2) For cross-sectional studies, we used a 9-item quality assessment checklist for prevalence studies adopted from Hoy *et al*.[@R45] Here, we added the scores and classified the grades as 0--3, 4--6 and 7--9 to indicate low, moderate and high risk of bias, respectively (3) For RCTs, we used the Cochrane risk of bias tool to evaluate the quality of studies as high, low or unclear for individual elements based on five domains: selection, performance, attrition, reporting and other.[@R46]

### Human subject issues {#s2-9-8}

There was no contact with human subjects or individual-level data in this study. There was no involvement of human subject participants.

Patient and public involvement {#s2-10}
------------------------------

We did not involve patients in the development of the research question, outcome measure or the design of the study.

Results {#s3}
=======

Study selection {#s3-1}
---------------

We identified 4779 articles in our search and 4758 were from electronic databases and 41 from other sources. In addition, we identified eight full-text articles from the reference lists of eligible studies ([figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) bringing the total to 4807. Of these, we excluded 4756 articles: 4714 were found irrelevant after screening the titles and abstracts while 42 were duplicates. Fifty-one full-text articles were, therefore, assessed for eligibility, and 20 were excluded with reasons: 11 did not disaggregate the outcome data according to sputum smear test results, 3 had inaccessible full texts, 2 had inadequately defined study population, 3 were not from SSA and 1 had unclearly defined age of participants ([figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, 31 studies were included in the meta-analysis.

![PRISMA flow chart showing identification and selection of studies. PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses; SSA, sub-Saharan Africa.](bmjopen-2019-029400f01){#F1}

Study characteristics {#s3-2}
---------------------

We present the characteristics of the 31 studies included in this meta-analysis in [table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. The studies were from seven countries within SSA (11 from Ethiopia, 9 from Nigeria, 5 from Uganda, 2 from Zimbabwe and 1 each from Malawi and South Africa). Geographically, 21 (67.7%) studies were from Eastern Africa, 9 (29.0%) from Western Africa and only 1 (3.2%) was from Southern Africa and none from Central Africa. Thirty (96.8%) of the 31 studies were from countries with low HDI. Of the 31 studies, 24 (77.4%) included new BC-PTB patients, 3 (9.7%) included retreatment BC-PTB patients, while 4 (12.9%) included both new and retreatment BC-PTB patients.

###### 

Characteristics of included studies

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  First author and publication year   Country        Study design   Study setting                   Type of patient   Age category (years)   Sex   Anti-TB regimen                   No of participants   No of participants successfully treated   TSR
  ----------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------------------- ----------------- ---------------------- ----- --------------------------------- -------------------- ----------------------------------------- ------
  Adamu,[@R79] 2018                   Nigeria        RC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/4RH and 2RHZE/6EH           461                  335                                       72.7

  Adane,[@R55] 2018                   Ethiopia       PC             Health facility                 Both              ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/4RH and 2RHZES/1RHZE/5RHE   123                  97                                        78.9

  Ali,[@R47] 2016                     Ethiopia       CS             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           15--90                 MF    2RHZE/4RH                         141                  121                                       85.8

  Alobu,[@R49] 2014                   Nigeria        CC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           15--40                 MF    2RHZE/4RH and 2RHZE/6EH           985                  797                                       80.9

  Aseffa,[@R57] 2016                  Nigeria        RCT            Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥18                    MF    2RHZE/4RH                         443                  338                                       76.3

  Aseffa,[@R57] 2016                  Ethiopia       RCT            Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥18                    MF    2RHZE/4RH                         481                  363                                       75.5

  Babatunde,[@R50] 2016               Nigeria        RC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥21                    MF    Not reported                      591                  420                                       71.1

  Berhe,[@R48] 2012                   Ethiopia       RC             Prison                          NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/4RH                         73                   25                                        88.7

  Berihun,[@R53] 2018                 Ethiopia       CS             Health facility                 Both              ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/4RH and 2RHZES/1RHZE/5RHE   407                  361                                       

  Datiko,[@R58] 2009                  Ethiopia       RCT            Community                       NBC-PTB           15--54                 MF    2RHZE/6EH                         285                  250                                       87.7

  Egwaga,[@R56] 2009                  Tanzania       PC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥25                    MF    2RHZE/4RH                         1029                 774                                       75.2

  Fatiregun,[@R80] 2009               Nigeria        PC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/6EH                         1206                 912                                       75.6

  Gabida,[@R81] 2015                  Zimbabwe       RC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    Not reported                      1061                 772                                       72.8

  Gebreegziabher,[@R62] 2016          Ethiopia       PC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/4RH                         333                  315                                       

  Jones-López,[@R82] 2011             Uganda         RC             Health facility                 RBC-PTB           ≥18                    MF    2RHZES/1RHZE/5RHE                 288                  222                                       77.1

  Teshome Kefale,[@R51] 2017          Ethiopia       RC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/4RH                         43                   18                                        41.9

  Ketema,[@R63] 2014                  Ethiopia       RC             Health facility and community   NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/4RH                         2226                 2043                                      91.8

  Kirenga,[@R83] 2014                 Uganda         PC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥18                    MF    2RHZE/6EH                         96                   39                                        40.6

  Mafigiri,[@R59] 2012                Uganda         RCT            Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥18                    MF    2RHZE/6EH                         107                  78                                        72.9

  Musaazi,[@R84] 2017                 Uganda         RC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/4RH and 2RHZE/6EH           305                  220                                       72.1

  Nabukenya-Mudiope,[@R85] 2015       Uganda         RC             Health facility                 RBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    2RHZES/1RHZE/5RHE                 360                  240                                       66.7

  Nair,[@R54] 2008                    South Africa   RC             Health facility                 Both              17.7--87.7             MF    2RHZE/4RH and 2RHZES/1RHZE/5RHE   1211                 784                                       64.7

  Ndubuisi,[@R52] 2017                Nigeria        PC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           15--76                 MF    2RHZE/4RH                         213                  184                                       86.4

  Ofoegbu,[@R86] 2015                 Nigeria        RC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           30--49                 MF    2RHZE/6EH                         389                  256                                       65.8

  Tafess,[@R87] 2018                  Ethiopia       RC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥25                    MF    Not reported                      188                  145                                       

  Takarinda,[@R88] 2012               Zimbabwe       RC             Health facility                 RBC-PTB           ≥18                    MF    2RHZES/1RHZE/5RHE                 225                  163                                       72.4

  Tweya,[@R89] 2013                   Malawi         RC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/4RH                         2361                 2041                                      86.4

  Ukwaja,[@R90]\                      Nigeria        RC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/4RH and 2RHZE/6EH           928                  754                                       81.2
  2015                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  Ukwaja,[@R60]\                      Nigeria        RCT            Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/4RH                         161                  130                                       80.7
  2017                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  van den Boogaard,[@R91] 2009        Tanzania       RC             Health facility                 Both              ≥15                    MF    2RHZE/6EH                         1126                 912                                       81.0

  Zenebe,[@R92] 2016                  Ethiopia       RC             Health facility                 NBC-PTB           ≥15                    MF    Not reported                      348                  297                                       85.3
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CC, case--control; CS, cross-sectional study; MF, male and females; NBC-PTB, new bacteriologically confirmed pulmonary tuberculosis patients; PC, prospective cohort study design; RBC-PTB, retreatment bacteriologically confirmed pulmonary tuberculosis patients; RC, retrospective cohort study design; RCT, randomised controlled trial; TB, tuberculosis; TSR, treatment success rate.

The 31 studies had a combined sample size of 18 194 participants, with a range of 43--2361. All these studies reported on the number of participants who were successfully treated. Fourteen (45.2%) studies reported on the number of participants who were cured, with a combined sample size of 8742 participants. Ten (32.2%) studies reported on the number of participants who completed TB treatment with a combined sample size of 1185 participants.

The study designs for these studies are shown in [table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Here, 26 (83.9%) studies were observational while 5 (16.1%) were interventional. Two (6.4%) studies used a cross-sectional design, 1 (3.2%) used a case--control design, 17 (54.8%) used a retrospective cohort design, 6 (19.3%) used a prospective cohort design and 5 (16.1%) were RCTs. Twenty-eight (90.3%) studies were conducted in a health facility (hospital, health centre and clinic) setting. One study was conducted in three settings namely a prison, community and health facility.

Quality of included studies {#s3-3}
---------------------------

Twenty-eight (90.3%) studies had good quality data while three (9.7%) had fair quality data as determined from the NIH quality assessment tool.[@R30] One cross-sectional study[@R47] had a score of 1 while the other[@R48] had a score of 2 on the 9-item checklist, suggesting a low risk of bias (see [online supplementary table 2](#SP2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In relation to cohort and case--control studies, the total NOS scores ranged from 5 to 9, signifying included studies were of good quality. A score of 5 was recorded in a case--control[@R49] and a retrospective cohort study,[@R50] a score of 7 was found in one retrospective[@R51] and another prospective cohort study,[@R52] a score of 8 was found in four studies (two prospective cohort[@R53] and two retrospective cohort studies,[@R55] while each of the remaining 16 studies scored 9 (see [online supplementary table 3](#SP3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). With respect to risk of bias in RCTs using the Cochrane's collaboration tool, we found low risk of bias on the selection domain for the RCTs[@R57] except in one RCT[@R60] where it was high (see [online supplementary figure 1](#SP5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nonetheless, in general, the risk of bias was low on the performance, detection, attrition, reporting and other domains.
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Study outcomes {#s3-4}
--------------

### Primary outcome: pooled and predictive TSRs {#s3-4-1}

The pooled TSR was 76.2% (95% CI 72.5% to 79.8%; 95% PI 50.0% to 90.0%) ([figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The pooled cure rate was 64.5% (95% CI 55.1% to 73.3%; 95% PI 30.0% to 90.0%) obtained from 14 studies that reported the number of participants who were cured. The pooled treatment completion rate was 13.7% (95% CI 7.4% to 21.4%; 95% PI, 0.0% to 50.0%) obtained from 10 studies that reported the number of participants who completed TB treatment as the outcome.

![Forest plot. The graph displays individual TSR and 95% CI for each included study, and the pooled TSR for all the 31 studies with corresponding 95% CI and predictive Interval. TSR, treatment success rate.](bmjopen-2019-029400f02){#F2}

### Other outcomes: unsuccessful treatment outcomes {#s3-4-2}

Fifteen studies reported the number of participants who failed on TB treatment and who were transferred out while 16 studies reported the number of participants who were LTFU and who died during TB treatment. In the 31 studies, 3788 (24.0%; 95% CI 20% to 28%; 95% PI 7% to 47%) participants received treatment without success: 2645 were reported (401 failure, 1111 LTFU, 859 died and 274 transferred out) while 1143 participants were not reported.

Subgroup analyses {#s3-5}
-----------------

The results of the subgroup analysis are shown in [table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. A TSR of 76.8% (95% CI 73.2% to 80.3%) was observed in Western African countries, 76.4% (95% CI 71.5% to 81.0%) in Eastern African countries, and 64.7% (95% CI 62.0% to 67.4%) in a Southern African country. A TSR of 76.3% (95% CI 72.0% to 80.3%) and 76.2% (95% CI 72.5% to 79.8%) were reported in new and retreatment BC-PTB patients, respectively. Regarding study designs, the TSRs are as follows: 88.0% (95% CI 85.2% to 90.6%) in cross-sectional studies, 80.9% (95% CI 78.3% to 83.3%) in a case--control study, 79.0% (95% CI 73.5% to 84.1%) in RCTs, 73.1% (95% CI 67.3% to 78.6%) in retrospective cohort studies and 77.3% (95% CI 67.3% to 86.0%) in prospective cohort studies. When the study designs were grouped into interventional and observational studies, the TSRs were 79.0% (95% CI 73.5% to 84.1%) and 75.7% (95% CI 71.4% to 79.7%), respectively. Other TSRs with respect to study setting, residence, HDI and treatment categories are also shown in [table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. However, certain subgroups had homogeneous TSR (I^2^ value=0.00%).

###### 

Subgroup and heterogeneity analysis of TSR according to study characteristics

  Characteristics                       No of studies   No of participants   Pooled TSR (95% CI)   95% PI for pooled TSR   Percentage weight   Q-test p value   I^2^
  ------------------------------------- --------------- -------------------- --------------------- ----------------------- ------------------- ---------------- ------
  HIV status of patients with TB                                                                                                               0.346            
   Not reported                         5               2845                 77.9 (68.7 to 85.9)   (40.0--100.0)           16.2                                 96.2
   HIV positive                         4               1794                 70.1 (60.7 to 78.8)   (30.0--100.0)           12.4                                 92.6
   Both HIV positive and HIV negative   22              13 555               77.0 (72.5 to 81.2)   (50.0--90.0)            71.4                                 97.1
  Type of BC-PTB patients                                                                                                                      0.439            
   Both new and retreatment             4               2867                 78.9 (66.9 to 88.9)   (20.0--100.0)           13.1                                 97.8
   New                                  24              14 454               76.3 (72.0 to 80.3)   (50.0--90.0)            77.1                                 96.9
   Retreatment                          4               2867                 76.2 (72.5 to 79.8)   (50.0--90.0)            9.7                                  0.00
  SSA region                                                                                                                                   \<0.001          
   Southern                             1               1211                 64.7 (62.0 to 67.4)   IE                      3.4                                  0.00
   Eastern                              21              11 606               76.4 (71.5 to 81.0)   (50.0--90.0)            66.8                                 97.0
   Western                              9               5377                 76.8 (73.2 to 80.3)   (60.0--90.0)            29.9                                 89.2
  Study design                                                                                                                                 \<0.001          
   Cross-sectional                      2               548                  88.0 (85.2 to 90.6)   IE                      6.4                                  0.00
   Case--control                        1               985                  80.9 (78.3 to 83.3)   IE                      3.4                                  0.00
   Retrospective cohort                 17              12 184               73.1 (67.3 to 78.6)   (50.0--90.0)            55.1                                 97.9
   Prospective cohort                   6               3000                 77.3 (67.3 to 86.0)   (40.0--100.0)           19.2                                 96.9
   RCT                                  5               1477                 79.0 (73.5 to 84.1)   (50-0--90.0)            16.0                                 82.8
  Study design category                                                                                                                        0.334            
   Observational                        26              16 717               75.7 (71.4 to 79.7)   (60.0--90.0)            84.0                                 97.4
   Interventional                       5               1477                 79.0 (73.5 to 84.1)   (60.0--90.0)            16.0                                 82.8
  Study setting                                                                                                                                \<0.001          
   Health facility                      28              15 610               76.3 (73.0 to 79.5)   (60.0--90.0)            90.6                                 96.4
   Prison                               1               73                   34.2 (23.5 to 46.3)   IE                      2.8                                  0.00
   Community                            1               285                  87.7 (83.3 to 91.3)   IE                      3.2                                  0.00
   Health facility and community        1               2226                 91.8 (90.6 to 92.9)   IE                      3.4                                  0.00
  Residence                                                                                                                                    \<0.001          
   Rural                                2               633                  86.4 (83.6 to 89.0)   IE                      6.5                                  0.00
   Semi/periurban                       2               320                  82.3 (77.9 to 86.3)   IE                      6.1                                  0.00
   Urban                                13              7495                 70.6 (64.2 to 76.7)   (40.0--90.0)            41.4                                 96.8
   Both rural and urban                 14              9746                 78.9 (73.7 to 83.7)   (50.0--100.0)           45.9                                 97.2
  HDI rating                                                                                                                                   \<0.001          
   Low                                  30              1211                 76.7 (73.1 to 80.1)   76.7 (50.0--90.0)       96.6                                 96.2
   Medium                               1               16 983               64.7 (62.0 to 67.4)   IE                      3.4                                  0.00
  TB treatment category                                                                                                                        0.629            
   Category I and II                    4               2867                 78.9 (66.9)           (20.0--100.0)           13.1                                 97.8
   Category I                           20              12 266               76.2 (71.3 to 80.7)   (50.0--90.0)            63.9                                 97.1
   Category II                          3               873                  72.1 (65.6 to 78.1)   IE                      9.7                                  0.00
   Not reported                         4               2188                 76.7 (70.2 to 82.5)   IE                      13.2                                 90.4

IE: 95% PI are inestimable because there are less than three studies.

BC-PTB, bacteriologically confirmed pulmonary tuberculosis; HDI, Human Development Index; IE, inestimable; PI, prediction interval; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SSA, sub-Saharan Africa; TB, tuberculosis; TSR, treatment success rate.

Heterogeneity across studies {#s3-6}
----------------------------

Our analysis revealed high heterogeneity among included studies (χ^2^ ~(30\ df)~=968.62; I^2^=96.9%; p\<0.01). We also observed high heterogeneity (I^2^ values of at least 90%; p\<0.01) in subgroup analyses by: HIV status of study participants, type of patient with TB, the region from which the study was performed, study designs, study setting, participants residence, HDI and anti-TB treatment category ([table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

Univariate meta-regression analysis {#s3-7}
-----------------------------------

We assessed factors associated with changes in TSR and the results are shown in [table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. Univariable meta-regression analysis showed TSR declined with an increase in year with no statistically significant differences or trend between 2008 and 2018. Patients with TB who were treated in the community had a 0.58% (95% CI 0.91% to 0.24%) lower TSR than those treated at health facilities. Besides this, the other study characteristics were not the source of statistical heterogeneity.

###### 

Univariate meta-regression analysis involving several study characteristics

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study characteristics                         Univariate meta-regression analysis results                   
  --------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- --------------- --------
  Publication year (ref: 2008)                                                                                

   One-year increase                            −0.01                                         −0.02 to 0.01   0.444

  Study designs (ref: case--control)                                                                          

   Cross-sectional                              0.06                                          −0.28 to 0.40   0.703

   Retrospective cohort                         −0.09                                         −0.37 to 0.20   0.536

   Prospective cohort                           −0.05                                         −0.35 to 0.25   0.732)

   RCT                                          −0.02                                         −0.33 to 0.28   0.882)

  Study setting (ref: health facility)                                                                        

   Prison                                       −0.16                                         −0.39 to 0.06   0.154

   Community                                    −0.58                                         −0.91 to 0.24   0.002

   Health facility and community                −0.04                                         −0.36 to 0.28   0.794

  Participant residence (ref: semi/periurban)                                                                 

   Rural                                        0.07                                          −0.20 to 0.33   0.617

   Urban                                        −0.10                                         −0.31 to 0.11   0.333

   Both rural and urban                         −0.02                                         −0.23 to 0.18   0.836

  Category of anti-TB treatment\                                                                              
  (ref: Category II)                                                                                          

   Both category I and II                       0.06                                          −0.16 to 0.28   0.565

   Category I                                   0.03                                          −0.15 to 0.21   0.758

   Category not reported                        0.04                                          −0.17 to 0.26   0.678
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

95% CIs in brackets; ref: reference category.

RCT, randomised controlled trial; TB, tuberculosis.

Time trend analysis {#s3-8}
-------------------

The time trend analysis showed a gradual but steady decline in TSR among adult BC-PTB patients in SSA from 2008 to 2018 ([figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, we noted no statistically significant time trend variation (p=0.444) over the decade.

![Time trend of treatment success rate in sub Saharan Africa from 2008 to 2018.](bmjopen-2019-029400f03){#F3}

Test for publication bias {#s3-9}
-------------------------

The funnel plot for assessment of publication bias was asymmetrical ([figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting probable publication bias. A contour-enhanced funnel plot indicated that missing studies were in the region of higher statistical significance (p\<0.01), with none missing in the region of low statistical significance (p\>0.1). This implied that the asymmetry was not caused by the publication bias, rather by other causes like small study effect sizes and differences in participant characteristics. Egger's test confirmed the asymmetry, with the intercept deviating significantly from 0 (Egger's test, p=0.022). Egger's test showed smaller studies gave different results compared with larger studies since the CI of the intercept did not include the 0 value.

![Funnel plot. The graph displays the relationship between SE of treatment success rate (TSR) against TSR to detect funnel plot asymmetry.](bmjopen-2019-029400f04){#F4}

Additional analyses {#s3-10}
-------------------

### Sensitivity analysis {#s3-10-1}

We found no single study significantly influenced the overall meta-analytical results (see [online supplementary figure 2](#SP6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This implied the study conclusions are robust, and the meta-analytical results were less affected by the studies' methodological quality, statistical analysis and sample sizes.

10.1136/bmjopen-2019-029400.supp6

### Meta-cumulative analysis {#s3-10-2}

Concerning time trends in TSR within SSA (see [online supplementary table 4](#SP4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), TSR improved between 2008 and 2013, dropped between 2014 and 2015, increased between 2016 and 2017, and finally dropped in 2018. Overall, over the past 10 years, none of the countries in SSA achieved WHO recommended TSR of 90%.

10.1136/bmjopen-2019-029400.supp4

Discussion {#s4}
==========

This systematic review and meta-analysis of 31 published studies from seven countries, in three regions within SSA found a pooled TSR of 76% among adult BC-PTB patients, which is far below the global TSR of 83%[@R9] and WHO recommended TSR of at least 90%.[@R61] The suboptimal pooled TSR is an indication of generally unsuccessful TB programme in SSA, typically characterised by underperformance. Our results suggest that a sizeable number of BC-PTB patients in SSA enter and exit TB programme without favourable treatment outcomes. Indeed, in the present study, only two studies[@R62] showed TSR reaching and/or exceeding the 90% WHO recommended TSR threshold. Since suboptimal TSR is associated with marked TB morbidity and mortality,[@R64] it is not surprising that SSA continues to register the slowest decline in TB incidence rate, the highest annual TB incidence rate of 25%,[@R65] and the highest TB case fatality rate of 20%.[@R1] Even in the 2017 global TB report, the African region had a high TB incidence and mortality rate of 254 (227--284) and 72 (64--81) per 100 000 population, respectively.[@R1] We found a pooled cure rate of 64% that varied from 55% to 73%, which is substantially lower than WHO recommended cure rate of 85%.[@R61] Again, this means increased TB morbidity and mortality within SSA.

In subgroup analysis, a high TSR was reported in cross-sectional and case--control studies than other study designs. Likewise, interventional studies had high TSR than observational studies. These results require cautious interpretations. We think differences in the design and conduct of observational and interventional studies could better explain the results. Interventional studies are usually designed and conducted more rigorously than observational studies.[@R66] In most cases, interventional studies adhere to stringent and intensive methodology compared with observational studies. Unlike observational studies, data generated in interventional studies tends to be more complete and accurate.[@R66] It is, therefore, possible that differences in data integrity could be the plausible reason to explain the varying rates of treatment success across the various study designs.

The pooled TSR was lower in studies conducted on HIV-positive patients with TB; studies that included both HIV-positive and HIV-negative patients with TB compared with studies that never reported HIV test results. The relationship between TB and HIV is well established.[@R67] HIV weakens the immune system and increases the likelihood of developing opportunistic infections like TB in this case, the progression from latent to active TB, and TB relapse among those successfully treated.

Conversely, TB accelerates HIV progression to full-blown AIDS by increasing viral replication and exacerbates mortality.[@R68] At present, TB is the leading infectious disease killer among people living with HIV.[@R1] Since death is one measure of unfavourable TB treatment outcome, high mortality rate among HIV-positive patients with TB contributes to low TSR. Our finding is consistent with several studies in SSA,[@R19] where HIV-positive persons registered unsuccessful TB treatment outcomes.

We found better TSR in studies that involved patients with TB of category I and II combined compared with studies that involved either patients with TB of category I or II. The treatment of new BC-PTB patients lasts for 6 months whereas that of retreatment cases lasts for 8 months. In addition, retreatment cases have high pill burden compared with new TB cases. These two factors perhaps explain the observed difference in TSR. Possibly, retreatment TB cases experienced drug fatigue due to high pill burden and longer treatment duration, resulting into compromised treatment adherence. This finding is consistent with an earlier study in Ethiopia where retreatment TB cases had increased likelihood of unsuccessful treatment outcome compared with new TB cases.[@R16]

Our study indicates BC-PTB patients who were treated in a prison setting had lower TSR than those treated in a health facility or community setting. First, TB control in prison setting presents a special problem for the healthcare system. A systematic review showed that incarcerated populations in several prison systems face several challenges that hinder effective TB control. These challenges among others include insufficient laboratory capacity and diagnostic tools, interrupted supply of medicines, weak integration between civilian and prison TB services, inadequate infection control measures, and low priority for prison healthcare on health policy agenda.[@R72] We hypothesise that the low TSR in prison settings is likely attributable to the stated challenges as well as lack of social support, unsupervised treatment, among others.

The pooled TSR in the present study is less than the 86% reported in a previous systematic review and meta-analysis of 34 studies in Ethiopia.[@R73] However, one should be cautious in comparing our data with that of Ethiopia due to differences in eligibility criteria. Unlike the present study, the study in Ethiopia included extrapulmonary and clinically diagnosed patients with PTB. Second, the Ethiopian meta-analysis only represented data from one country and the results do not adequately represent regional or continental TSR.

In general, without improvements in TSR within SSA, achieving the end TB Strategy targets of reducing TB deaths by 90% and TB incidence by 80% among new TB cases per year by 2030 remains farfetched.[@R10]

Implications of study findings {#s4-1}
------------------------------

Our findings have important implications. In clinical care of patients with TB, health systems need to increase the number and to improve the quality of human resources for health.[@R75] We propose on-job coaching, mentorships and trainings[@R76] on TB management to enhance healthcare provider competence in treating patients with TB thereby improving TB treatment outcomes. Another opportunity for TB knowledge enhancement is continuous medical education sessions which should focus on TB diagnosis, treatment and patient monitoring across health facilities. Task shifting[@R77] from physicians and medical officers to nurses is another option for improving TB treatment outcomes. On the patient side, counselling and health education on the duration of TB treatment, rationale for completing anti-TB treatment, and treatment monitoring is critical.[@R78] In public health, building new tools for evaluating the performance and effectiveness of TB programme and increased funding should be considered.[@R75] In research, rigorous studies are needed on interventions that can improve the effectiveness of TB programme in SSA.

Study strengths and limitations {#s4-2}
-------------------------------

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic review and meta-analysis to summarise TSR among adult BC-PTB patients in SSA. We used a sensitive and specific search strategy, and conducted comprehensive literature review that enabled the retrieval of appropriate published articles for the period under review. Our analysis included most study designs and demonstrated very little, if any publication bias. This makes the results of this meta-analysis more reliable. However, we found a small study effect. The quality of data in the included studies was good. Sensitivity analysis showed the methodological approach, quality of included studies, statistical analysis, results and conclusions are robust. Despite these strengths, several limitations should be considered in interpreting the results. First, this study involved only adult BC-PTB patients. Second, data were from seven countries, three regions (Southern, Eastern and Western), and low and medium HDI countries within SSA. Our findings, therefore, do not apply to children (below 15 years) and patients with other forms of TB (extrapulmonary TB, CD-PTB and MDR-TB). Third, no data were abstracted on DOTs, and therefore, the impact of DOTs on TSR was not evaluated.

Conclusion and recommendations {#s5}
==============================

This systematic review and meta-analysis found relatively low rates of treatment success and cure among adult BC-PTB patients. Both rates are distant from WHO recommended TSR of at least 90% and cure rate of 85%. To reduce TB-related morbidity and mortality, combat the rising threat of MDR-TB, and achieve the goal of ending the global TB epidemic by 2035, urgent interventions are needed to improve the performance of national TB programme in SSA. Successfully tackling TB will likely require concerted and focused efforts by multiple stakeholders.
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